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E.

CLOSURE PLAN, POST-CLOSURE PLAN, AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

This section of the permit renewal application addresses requirements contained in 40 C.F.R.
§§ 270.14(b)(13), (14), (16), and (18) relating to closure and post‐closure obligations for hazardous waste
management units, post‐closure cost estimates, and, where appropriate, proof of coverage by a State
financial mechanism. These requirements are referenced in 40 C.F.R. § 270.28 (relating to information
requirements for applications for post‐closure permits).
As described in Section B of this permit renewal application, storage of hazardous waste by the Permitees
for longer than 90 days at the Facility is no longer necessary. Accordingly, the permit application does not
seek continued authorization for such storage as a permitted activity. Hazardous wastes generated at the
Facility will be temporarily stored on‐site for 90 days or less in accordance with requirements applicable
to large quantity generators of hazardous waste.
The area authorized by the hazardous waste permit for the Facility where storage of hazardous wastes for
longer than 90 days is permitted is referred to as the hazardous waste storage unit (“HWSU”), located on
the Hercules owned portion of the Facility. Under the current terms of the hazardous waste permit,
56,320 gallons of hazardous wastes in containers can be stored at the HWSU. Upon renewal of the permit,
the HWSU will be converted to a Central Accumulation Area (“CAA”) for purposes of staging hazardous
wastes generated on‐site for 90 days or less. Once the CAA (i.e., the converted HWSU) receives its final
volume of hazardous wastes, the CAA will be closed in accordance with a closure plan designed to meet
the closure provisions for container storage areas in 40 C.F.R. Part 264, Subpart G and 40 C.F.R. § 264.178
(relating to closure of container storage areas) and for hazardous waste accumulation areas in 40 C.F.R.
§ 262.17(a)(8). Hercules will also maintain appropriate financial assurance for the unit until closure is
complete. These requirements are addressed in greater detail below.
In addition, five closed surface impoundments are present on the Hercules owned portion of the Facility.
The surface impoundments historically were used to hold wastewater resulting from production of
toxaphene. Production of toxaphene ceased in 1980 and no hazardous wastes were placed in the
impoundments after July 26, 1982. The impoundments were subsequently “closed by removal” in
accordance with applicable standards under 40 C.F.R. Part 265 by removing all materials associated with
the impoundments.

The closure process was completed in 1984.

In 1987, the United States

Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) promulgated regulations pursuant to the Hazardous and Solid
1
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Waste Amendments of 1984 retroactively imposing more stringent closure standards on certain
hazardous waste management units that had already completed the closure process and had achieved
“clean closure.” Based on these more stringent closure standards, the closed surface impoundments
subsequently became subject to post‐closure requirements. The post‐closure plan for the closed surface
impoundments is described below.
No other regulated hazardous waste management units are present at the Facility.
Note that Pinova has not stored any facility‐related hazardous wastes in the HWSU since January 2010,
when the current Pinova property was sold by Hercules and has no plans to use this unit (the CAA) in the
future. Pinova manages hazardous wastes associated with permitted activities which are generated on
an episodic basis when doing any soil disturbance type of activities and production‐related wastes which
are not associated with permitted activities in accordance with requirements governing accumulation of
hazardous wastes by large quantity generators for 90 days or less.
Therefore, the closure plan described in this section of the permit renewal application covers the
converted HWSU (the CAA) only. The former surface impoundments are already closed. A post‐closure
plan for the closed surface impoundments is also included in this section of the permit renewal
application.

E.1

CLOSURE PLAN FOR CONVERTED HWSU (CAA) [40 C.F.R. § 270.14(b)(13)]

Under 40 C.F.R. § 270.14(b)(13), a permit application is to include any closure plan required under 40 C.F.R.
§ 264.112. In this case, because the closure plan covers an area where containers of hazardous wastes
have been and are being temporarily stored, the specific requirements for closure of container storage
areas set forth in 40 C.F.R. § 264.178 are addressed along with requirements for closure of hazardous waste
accumulation areas in 40 C.F.R. § 262.17(a)(8). The key elements of the closure plan for the converted
HWSU (i.e., the CAA) are presented below.

E.1.1 Closure Performance Standard
Once the CAA receives its final volume of hazardous wastes, closure requirements are triggered. Closure
under the standards set forth in 40 C.F.R. § 264.111 is designed (1) to minimize the need for further
maintenance; (2) to control, minimize or eliminate, to the extent necessary to protect human health and

2
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the environment, “post‐closure escape of hazardous waste, hazardous constituents, leachate,
contaminated run‐off, or hazardous waste decomposition products to the ground or surface waters or to
the atmosphere;” and (3) to meet the requirements contained in 40 C.F.R. § 264.178 (relating to closure
of container storage areas). The requirements contained in 40 C.F.R. § 264.178 provide that at closure of
a container storage area, “all hazardous waste and hazardous waste residues must be removed from the
containment system [and] [r]emaining containers, liners, bases and soil containing or contaminated with
hazardous waste or hazardous waste residues muse be decontaminated or removed.” The performance
standards for closure of hazardous waste accumulation areas under 40 C.F.R. § 262.17(a)(8) are
substantially similar. The closure plan for the CAA specifies removal of all hazardous wastes and residues
at closure. Such removal ensures that the CAA will not require further maintenance and controls after
closure is completed and certified. Potential threats to human health and the environment will be
minimized or eliminated. Any post‐closure releases of hazardous waste, hazardous waste constituents,
leachate or contaminated rainfall to ground or surface waters or to the atmosphere will be avoided.

E.1.2 Partial Closure and Final Closure Activities
E.1.2.a Key Elements of Closure Activities
The converted HWSU (the CAA) is a prefabricated steel waste storage building with integrated secondary
containment and approximate dimensions of 26 feet wide, 8 feet deep, and 8 feet high. It is secured to
a reinforced concrete slab that is approximately 110 feet x 50 feet in size. A figure depicting the CAA is
attached hereto as Figure E‐1. The CAA has full walls on three sides and a wall with access door on the
fourth side. The floor of the CAA is constructed of removable perforated steel slats. The slats are
removable to allow for inspection and cleaning of the secondary containment sump below the floor. The
integrated secondary containment is constructed of steel with fully welded seams and has a capacity of
757 gallons. The CAA is designed to store up to 48 drums or 2,400 gallons of hazardous waste (55 gallons
x 48). This quantity is the maximum inventory of hazardous wastes that may be temporarily stored at the
CAA. Because the CAA is now being used solely to temporarily store investigation‐derived wastes (“IDW”)
qualifying as hazardous wastes from the corrective action process at the Facility, the actual volumes of
hazardous wastes currently being temporarily stored at the CAA are approximately 1,760 gallons or less.
Containers are stored directly on the steel slat floor or are stored on wooden pallets that are
approximately 44 inches long by 52 inches wide by 5 inches high. The wooden pallets hold up to four
drums and each pallet has a load bearing capacity of approximately 2,500 pounds.
3
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Partial closure of the CAA is not planned. Final closure activities include removal and disposal of the
hazardous waste inventory and decontamination of the structure in which containers of hazardous waste
are temporarily stored to meet the performance standards detailed in Section E.1.1. Additionally, upon
closure of the CAA, soil samples at the entrance to the concrete slab area and emergency egress points,
below any cracks in the concrete floor, and immediately outside of the 5 cuts in the concrete curb will be
analyzed and evaluated to determine if hazardous constituents have been released to the environment.
Soil containing hazardous constituents from operations at the CAA at concentrations above EPD approved
levels will be excavated and transported to an appropriate permitted offsite facility for treatment and/or
disposal, and the excavated area will be backfilled, graded and seeded.
The CAA will be closed when Hercules no longer generates IDW at the Facility. For planning purposes,
closure is assumed to occur within twenty years, or 2037. EPD will be notified at least 45 days before
closure of the CAA is expected to begin.
The removal and disposal of the final hazardous waste inventory in the CAA is anticipated to require a day
to complete. Hercules will propose alternate hazardous waste management processes prior to initiating
closure, given the amount of hazardous waste generated from regular corrective action activities can be
transported to a certified storage and disposal facility in a single waste pickup. The decontamination of
the CAA is expected to require 60 days to complete. The disposal of residues is expected to require 120
days to complete. The certification of completion of closure is expected to occur within 180 days after
receipt of the final hazardous waste volume at the CAA. At this time, Hercules does not expect to need
an extension of time for the closure period for the CAA.
E.1.2.b Closure Procedures
At closure, all containers holding hazardous wastes at the CAA will be transported by a licensed
transporter to a permitted hazardous waste treatment or disposal facility. Any incompatible wastes stored
at the CAA at the time of final inventory removal will be transported in separate vehicles. This is not
anticipated to be an issue because waste streams from the corrective action process now being stored at
the CAA are well categorized and compatible.
The concrete floor slab, curbing, and ingress/egress locations for the CAA will be visually inspected for the
presence of visible cracks or gaps prior to initiating decontamination procedures. If cracks or gaps which
exceed 1/16 inch in width or vertical displacement are encountered in the concrete floor slab or curbing,
4
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soil samples will be collected from beneath such cracks using hand augurs. A concrete coring device or
equivalent will be used to access the soil beneath the floor. The soil samples that are collected will be
analyzed for volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”) using EPA SW-846 Test Method 8260B, semi-volatile
organic compounds (“SVOCs”) using EPA SW-846 Test Method 8270D, RCRA metals (arsenic, barium,
cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, selenium and silver) using EPA SW-846 Test Method 6020A and
toxaphene using EPA SW-846 Test Method 8081B, or updated and validated SW-846 methods as
applicable. The sampling results will be used to determine whether underlying soils have been impacted.
Following completion of soil sampling activities, concrete cracks and/or locations where soil samples have
been collected will be repaired with concrete patching and/or epoxy. The CAA will then be
decontaminated as described below.
The concrete floor slab, curbing, ingress/egress areas of the concrete slab , and the prefabricated CAA
building, will be visually inspected and steam/hot water cleaned using a bio-degradable citrus cleaner.
Decontamination water will be contained within the curbed areas, collected, and placed in drums.
Decontamination residues will be sampled and analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, RCRA metals, and toxaphene
using the analytical methods described above. If found to be characteristic hazardous waste, the
decontamination residues will be packaged, properly labeled, and transported to a permitted hazardous
waste treatment or disposal facility. If the material is aqueous and nonhazardous, it will be transported to
an appropriate off-site, permitted facility. Booms and pads used during the cleaning of the CAA will also be
drummed and properly managed. The CAA will be kept clean and free of spilled residuals at all times. It is
anticipated that approximately ten 55 gallon drums of decontamination fluids may be generated during
decontamination and closure activities.
Following completion of decontamination procedures, rinsate from ten locations (biased towards likely
contaminated areas such as stained areas as conditions warrant at the time of closure) at exposed
structural surfaces within the CAA and within the containment sump will be collected using drum thieves
or squeegees and collection trays and analyzed to confirm decontamination of the CAA. The rinsate
samples will be analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs and pesticides using the analytical methods described above.
After the CAA has been decontaminated, impacted soils will be removed as necessary and appropriate.
Confirmation soil samples at both the entrance and emergency egress points, around the perimeter of
the CAA, and below any cracks in the concrete floor slab will be analyzed and evaluated to determine if

5
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hazardous constituents have been released to the environment. A concrete coring device or equivalent
will be used to access the soil beneath the concrete paving. Soil samples will be collected utilizing a hand
auger through the entirety of the vadose zone, if possible, at which point the soil cores will be screened
with a photo-ionization detector (“PID”) in two foot intervals. A soil sample will then be collected,
corresponding to the highest PID reading, in accordance with procedures defined in US EPA Region 4 SESD
Operating Procedure SESDPROC-300R3. The soil samples will be analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, RCRA metals
and toxaphene using the analytical methods described above. Soils containing constituents at
concentrations above risk-based levels developed with EPD will be excavated and transported to an
appropriate offsite facility for disposal. A minimum of ten confirmation soil samples will be collected at
the locations shown on Figure E-2.
As part of the final closure process for the CAA, hazardous waste and waste residues will be removed. All
facilities and equipment will be decontaminated and all storage equipment will be visually inspected by a
Hercules representative. A certification by Hercules and an independent professional engineer that the
CAA unit has been closed in accordance with the approved closure plan set forth in this Section E.1 of the
permit renewal application will be submitted to EPD.

E.2

POST-CLOSURE PLAN
§ 270.14(b)(13)]

FOR

CLOSED

SURFACE

IMPOUNDMENTS

[40

C.F.R.

Under 40 C.F.R. § 270.14(b)(13), a permit application is to include, as applicable, any post-closure plan
required under 40 C.F.R. § 264.118. In this case, because the post-closure plan covers five closed surface
impoundments, the specific requirements for post-closure care of surface impoundments set forth in 40
C.F.R. § 264.228 are addressed. The key elements of the post-closure plan for the five closed surface
impoundments are presented below.

E.2.1 Closure Process for Former Surface Impoundments
Closure of the former surface impoundments was completed in 1984 in accordance with applicable
requirements under 40 C.F.R. Part 265 (relating to interim status facilities). Copies of the closure plan that
was implemented, closure certifications, and EPD approval of closure are included in Appendix E-2.
The closure activities included:

6
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Removing impounded water for treatment and disposal;



Removing for treatment and disposal sludge and underlying unsaturated soils;



Conducting verification soil sampling and analysis for EP Toxicity for toxaphene;



Pushing in the impoundment berms, backfilling the impoundments with virgin soils from pine
stumps serving as a raw material for production of rosins and other commodities (commonly
referred to as “stump dirt”), grading the impoundment area and establishing a vegetative cover;
and,



Completing a certification of closure by a Georgia Registered Professional Engineer.

Following closure of the five former surface impoundments in 1984, additional stump dirt was added to
the area to create a sound barrier for nearby neighbors from plant noises. Hercules discontinued the
addition of stump dirt for purposes of constructing the sound barrier in August 1994. The cover over the
closed surface impoundments is vegetated with various types and densities of vegetation. A topographic
map of the cover and the surrounding area is shown on Figure B-3. The cover is designed to promote
surface drainage in the area of the closed surface impoundments. The cover has also raised the surface
elevation of the area where the closed surface impoundments are located so that the area is not within
the boundaries of the 100-year floodplain.

E.2.2 Key Elements of Post-Closure Plan
Because of the imposition of new, more stringent closure standards after the former surface
impoundments had completed closure, the closed surface impoundments are undergoing post-closure
care. The post-closure period is currently expected to continue for up to 30 years from September 29,
1995, or until all permit conditions are satisfied. The post-closure care plan describes the activities to be
performed to manage the closed surface impoundments throughout the post-closure care period in
accordance with 40 C.F.R. §§ 264.117 and 118. Groundwater monitoring activities are described in
Section C of this permit renewal application. Post-closure groundwater monitoring activities for the
closed surface impoundments have been integrated into the overall groundwater monitoring program
for the Facility as described in Section C of this permit renewal application. Other elements of the post-

7
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closure plan include requirements for inspection and maintenance activities as described below. These
activities are managed and reported as part of the operating record maintained by Hercules.
A qualified trained technician inspects the closed surface impoundments quarterly and after major storm
events. Following each inspection, a report is prepared which is uploaded to a central file server and kept
on file at the Facility. The report includes the following:


The date and purpose of inspection (i.e., routine or storm),



The condition of surface water run-on and runoff control features,



The condition of the vegetative cover and any erosion damage, and



The condition of the visible portions of the groundwater monitoring wells.

Maintenance and repair activities associated with the closed surface impoundments are performed as
required based on the inspections and inspection reports discussed above. Repair activities are promptly
initiated. Maintenance activities include the following:


Surface Water Run-on and Run-off Control: The existing soil cover over the area where the closed
surface impoundments are located will be graded and shaped as necessary to promote surface
drainage and limit run-on. Also, the drainage ditches and swales in the immediate vicinity of the
closed surface impoundments will be dredged and shaped to allow discharge of surface water
from the area into the NPDES N Street Ditch 001 outfall underneath US Route 17.



Vegetative Cover: Reseeding, fertilizing and liming will be performed, as necessary, to maintain
the vegetative cover to the extent required to control soil erosion.



Groundwater Monitoring Wells: Monitoring wells that become damaged or non-functional will
be repaired or replaced.

Because no hazardous waste remains, nor will any be added, security measures are not necessary at the
closed surface impoundments to limit access to the public or domestic livestock. Nevertheless, 24-hour
security is maintained at the Facility, including the area where the closed surface impoundments are

8
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located, with access controlled via the main gate for the Facility. Security measures are discussed in
Section D of this permit renewal application.
During the post-closure care period, the Hercules Contact/Representatives will be the primary contacts
concerning post-closure activities. The present name, address and phone numbers of the Hercules
Representatives are as follows:
Mr. Timothy Hassett
Hercules LLC
500 Hercules Road
Wilmington, Delaware 19382
(302) 995-3456

E.3

Mr. Ian McCary
Hercules Site Representative
Antea Group USA, Inc.
2110 Stacy Street, Brunswick, Georgia 31520
(912) 261-3516

NOTICES REQUIRED FOR CLOSED HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL UNITS [40 C.F.R.
§ 270.14(b)(14)]

Under 40 C.F.R. § 270.14(b)(14), permit applications are to include documentation that notices for
hazardous waste disposal units that have been closed have been filed as required under 40 C.F.R. §
264.119. In the case of the closed surface impoundments, copies of the closure plan that was
implemented, closure certifications, and EPD approval of closure are included in Appendix E-1. In
addition, a surveyed topographic map (i.e., a surveyed plat) showing the location and dimensions of the
closed surface impoundments with respect to permanently surveyed benchmarks has been sent to the
local zoning authorities. The Facility is on the Georgia Hazardous Site Inventory and an affidavit has been
sent to the Clerk of the Glynn County Superior Court. Documentation was also submitted to EPD that
shows that a notation has been made on the deed for the property where the closed surface
impoundments are located that notifies any potential purchaser of the property that the property has
been used to manage hazardous wastes. Copies of these documents are included as Appendix E-2.

E.4

CLOSURE COST ESTIMATE AND FINANCIAL ASSURANCE MECHANISM [40 C.F.R.
§§ 270.14(b)(15), 264.142 AND 264.143]

While not prescribed by 40 C.F.R. § 270.28 (relating to the contents of permit applications for post-closure
permits), cost information for closure of the CAA (the converted HWSU) is presented herein in Table E-1 in
accordance with the requirements of 40 C.F.R. §§ 122.25(a)(15) and 264.142. Estimated closure costs (2017
dollars) for the CAA total $172,972. The closure costs are presented by activity in Table E-1. The closure cost

9
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estimate will be kept on file and will be revised when a change in the closure plan for the CAA affects the
cost of closure. Costs will be adjusted annually (from the date of original development) to reflect changes in
closure costs due to inflation. The most recent Implicit Price Deflator for Gross National Product published
by the U.S. Department of Commerce will be used to make inflation adjustments.
Hercules is providing financial assurance for closure costs in accordance with the requirements of 40 C.F.R.
§§ 122.25(a)(15) and 264.143. Hercules currently provides financial assurance for closure costs using a
combination of a performance bond and a letter of credit. Hercules provides liability coverage through an
insurance policy. All the financial assurance mechanisms are and will continue to be compliant with 40
C.F.R. § 264.151. Where Hercules may in the future choose to alter the form of financial assurance, such
financial assurance will continue to meet the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 264.151 by being one of the
prescribed assurance mechanisms, using prescribed language for the chosen mechanism, and being
submitted to EPD. A copy of the current financial assurance letter is included as Appendix E-3. An updated
financial assurance letter will be provided EPD following EPD review of this permit renewal application and
prior to permit issuance.

E.5

POST-CLOSURE COST ESTIMATE AND FINANCIAL ASSURANCE MECHANISM [40 C.F.R.
§§ 270.14(B)(16), 264.144 AND 264.145]

The post-closure cost estimate including annual estimated costs and the remaining 30-year estimated
costs for post-closure care of the closed surface impoundments in 2017 dollars are included in Table E-2.
The annual costs are $$61,493 with a 30-year cost of $1,844,789.85. This cost estimate will be updated as
appropriate to show increases or decreases in post-closure costs. A post-closure cost estimate for the CAA
(the converted HWSU) is not required under 40 C.F.R. § 264.118(a) because all hazardous wastes and
residuals will be removed during closure as discussed in Section E.1, above.

Hercules is providing financial assurance for post-closure care in accordance with the requirements of 40
C.F.R. §§ 122.25(a)(15) and 264.145. Hercules currently provides financial assurance for post-closure costs
using a combination of a performance bond and a letter of credit. Hercules provides liability coverage
through an insurance policy. All of the financial assurance mechanisms are and will continue to be
compliant with 40 C.F.R. § 264.151. Where Hercules may in the future choose to alter the form of financial
assurance, such financial assurance will continue to meet the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 264.151 by being
one of the prescribed financial assurance mechanisms, using prescribed language for the chosen

10
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mechanism, and being submitted to EPD. A copy of the latest financial assurance letter is included as
Appendix E-3.

E.6

STATE FINANCIAL MECHANISM [40 C.F.R. § 264.150(B)(18)]

Under 40 C.F.R. § 270.14(b)(18), a permit application is to include, where appropriate, proof of coverage
by a State financial mechanism in compliance with 40 C.F.R. § 264.149 or 40 C.F.R. § 264.150. Hercules
does not intend to ask the State of Georgia to assume financial liability for closure and/or post closure
activities. Accordingly, this requirement is not applicable.

11
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2017 Renewal of RCRA Permit HW‐052(D&S)
Section E – Closure Plan, Post‐Closure Plan, and Financial Requirements
Hercules LLC and Pinova, Inc. ‐ Brunswick, GA
2801 Cook Street, Brunswick, GA
Antea Group Project No. 190106854A

Tables
Table E-1
Table E-2

Closure Cost Estimate – Central Accumulation Area
Post-Closure Cost Estimate - Closed Surface Impoundments

Closure Cost Estimate
Central Accumulation Area

Table E‐1

Labor

Expense

Estimated
Total

$614
$1,755
$3,410

$1,590
$5,400
$17,050

$2,204
$7,155
$20,460

Soil Sampling/Rinsate Sampling and Analysis
Removal of Soil
Backfill and Grading
Engineering Expenses (10%)
Certificate of Closure
Total
Contingency Allowance (20%)

$3,720
$6,575
$5,431
$0
$11,180
$32,685
$6,537

$7,200
$45,062
$23,069
$12,088
$0
$111,459
$22,292

$10,920
$51,637
$28,500
$12,088
$11,180
$144,144
$28,829

Estimated Total (including contingency)

$39,222

$133,750

$172,972

Task/
Phase Phase Title
CAA Closure Activities
1001 Removal of waste
1002 CAA containment inspection
1003 Decontamination
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008

Note: This cost estimate was prepared in current dollars.

Post Closure Cost Estimate
Closed Surface Impoundments

Table E‐2

Task/
Phase
1001
1002
1003
1004

1005

Activity
Inspection and Inspection Reporting
Fertilizer and Liming
Grading, Erosion and Ditch Repair
Seeding and Reseeding
Groundwater Monitoring Program
Labor
Materials
Laboratory
Disposal
Annual Total

Quantity

Unit

Rate Per Unit

Annual Total

4
9
100
0.5

Inspection
Acre
Cubic Yard
Acre

$2,872.34
$275.17
$17.95
$4,187.37

$11,489.36
$2,476.53
$1,795.00
$2,093.69

2
2
30
4

Event
Event
Well
Drums

$11,138.21
$1,601.00
$564.87
$303.50

$22,276.42
$3,202.00
$16,946.10
$1,214.00
$61,493.10

30 Year Cost

$1,844,792.85

30 Year Cost with 15% Contingency

$2,121,511.78

Note: This cost estimate was prepared in current dollars.
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